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Abstract. Run-time code generation (RTCG) and just-in-time compi-
lation (JIT) are features of modern programming systems to strike the
balance between generality and efficiency. Since RTCG and JIT tech-
niques are not portable and notoriously hard to implement, we propose
code splicing as an alternative for dynamically-typed higher-order pro-
gramming languages. Code splicing combines precompiled pieces of code
using higher-order functions. While this approach cannot achieve the
performance of compiled code, it can support some intriguing features:

– very fast “compilation” times;
– satisfactory run times, compared with interpretation;
– simple interfacing with compiled code;
– portability.

Starting from implementation models for functional languages we de-
velop and evaluate several approaches to code splicing. This leads to
some new insights into compilation techniques for functional program-
ming languages, among them a compositional compilation schema to
SKI-combinators. The progression of different techniques sheds some
light on their relationship, specifically between combinator-based imple-
mentations and closure-based implementations.
All techniques have been implemented and evaluated in Scheme.

1 Introduction

Run-time code generation and just-in-time compilation generate code at run time
and execute it subsequently. To amortize code generation time, RTCG and JIT
only perform simple optimizations. They can still generate competitive code by
exploiting invariants that are only available at run time. On the flip-side these
techniques are inherently non-portable and hard to implement because many
technical details and pitfalls must be catered for (flushing instruction caches,
memory management, access permissions, and so on).

However, there is some indication that RTCG is not always worth the effort.
Indeed, Lee [17] stated that restructuring the code to observe a staging discipline
already achieves significant speedups. So why go into the complications of RTCG
or JIT if some of the speedup is already available just by staging?
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This is exactly the motivation for code splicing. Code splicing is a range
of techniques for writing staged interpreters. Such an interpreter keeps compile-
time computations separate from run-time computations. Applying it to a source
program ideally performs all compile-time computations and returns the com-
piled (or code-spliced) program. It is not necessary to actually build a compiler.
This style of “compilation” is attractive for a range of applications:

– The execution of applets and other mobile code: receive high-level code from
a network to perform integrity checks, but execute it efficiently.
Many applets are throw-away code which is only executed a very limited
number of times. Even JIT compilation may be too expensive [2].

– The implementation of flexible domain-specific languages.
The emphasis is on quickly designing, implementing, and (possibly) modi-
fying the language. Writing a full-blown compiler would be too expensive
because the user community for such a language is often small and efficiency
is not of tantamount importance.

– Efficient metaprogramming.
Metaprogramming systems [20] allow the generation of high-level program
code and its subsequent execution in the same running program. Ideally,
there should be no penalty for using generated code, but full compilation
would be too slow. The approaches to combining partial evaluation and
compilation also fall into this category [19,5].

– Overcoming restrictions of compilers.
Some compilers have arbitrary restrictions on the size of code, the number
of variables, and so on. Code splicing provides a way to compile and execute
arbitrary programs, overcoming implementation restrictions.

All these applications share the following requirements:

1. Instantaneous compilation. The time for code splicing should be comparable
to the time necessary to construct the corresponding source text.

2. Satisfactory speed. Code-spliced programs should be significantly faster than
interpreted ones.

3. Easy interfacing. It should be possible to freely mix code-spliced and ordi-
narily compiled code.

4. Portability.

The present paper investigates several code splicing techniques through imple-
mentations in the higher-order functional programming language Scheme [15].
All techniques are portable and most of them meet all of the requirements. They
exploit many features of Scheme, e.g., dynamic typing, side effects, and the eval
function.

The techniques are inspired by implementation techniques for functional pro-
gramming languages (SKI-combinators, director strings, categorical combina-
tors, closure conversion, and shallow binding). Most of them can be made to
exhibit good staging properties. However, there are some surprises. For exam-
ple, it turns out that the standard compilation method to SKI-combinators [21]
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ASyntax type of generated code (active syntax)
make-var : Var→ ASyntax

make-lam : Var× ASyntax→ ASyntax

make-app : ASyntax× ASyntax→ ASyntax

compile-term : ASyntax→ Val

Fig. 1. Signature of code generation

is unsuitable for our purposes because it is not compositional. Therefore, we
devise a compositional compilation scheme to SKI-combinators and prove some
correctness properties about it. Deforestation [22] makes it reasonably efficient.

Outline: Section 2 introduces our experimental setup. Section 3 explains the
different approaches to compilation that we consider. Section 4 presents com-
parative run times. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes.

Throughout the paper, we assume knowledge of the Scheme language [15].

2 The experimental setup

Type-directed partial evaluation (TDPE) [7] is our dynamic supply for program
text. When applied to a value of type τ and a representation of the type τ ,
it constructs a pure lambda term of that type. To “compile” the constructed
terms using code splicing, it is sufficient to provide staged interpreters for the
lambda calculus. We distribute the implementation of such an interpreter over
the syntax constructors for the lambda calculus to avoid the cost of the syntax
dispatch. That is, the make-var function interprets a variable expression, the
make-lam function interprets a lambda abstraction, and make-app implements
function application, taking the interpreted subexpressions as parameters. Fig. 1
defines the types of these functions. Each interpreter provides its own definition
of the type ASyntax (for active syntax) and the functions listed, the constructors
for this type. The implementation includes multi-argument versions make-lam*
and make-app* of lambda abstraction and application, as well as make-let.

3 Approaches to code splicing

The following subsections introduce different ways to achieve code splicing. Each
choice distributes compile-time work between the active syntax constructors and
compile-term in a different way. In one extreme (see Sec. 3.1), the active syn-
tax constructors construct Scheme expressions and compile-term performs full
compilation. In the other extreme [19], the active syntax constructors emit and
combine byte code and compile-term is the identity function.
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(define (make-var x) x)

(define (make-lam x e) ‘(LAMBDA (,x) ,e))

(define (make-app f a) ‘(,f ,a))

(define (compile-term e) (eval e (interaction-environment)))

Fig. 2. Active syntax constructors for Scheme

3.1 Using eval

The Scheme standard [15] includes a function eval that maps a Scheme expres-
sion to its value. Hence, the syntax constructors can construct Scheme expres-
sions (using quasiquote “‘” and unquote “,”) and compile-term can be eval
(see Fig. 2).

Unfortunately, this implementation does not fulfill all of our requirements:
compilation speed is heavily implementation and system dependent. Further-
more, the compiled code is likely to uncover implementation restrictions of the
underlying language implementation.

3.2 SKI combinators

This approach takes advantage of a precompiled library of implementations of
the combinators S, K, and I. After compiling the source program to a combi-
nator term, an interpreter just sticks the precompiled combinators together as
prescribed by this term.

Unfortunately, the naive compilation generates abysmal code and requires
multiple passes. An optimized compilation [21] generates better and smaller
code, but it still requires multiple passes. However, we can do better.

Compositional compilation to combinators Some research has gone into
optimized combinator systems that keep the resulting terms small [21]. If we
adopt the additional combinators B and S′ defined by

B = (lambda (x) (lambda (y)(lambda (z) (x (y z)))))

S′ = (lambda (k) (lambda (x)(lambda (y) (lambda (z) ((k (x z)) (y z))))))

then there is a compositional specification of compilation. Let us consider the
three constructs in turn for ASyntax = CEnv → SKI where the compile-time
environment CEnv = Var∗ is the list of the bound variables in the reverse order
in which they were bound and SKI is the set of combinator terms.

make-var. An access to the ith variable in an environment of size n com-
piles into a projection function that returns the ith argument out of n (where
0 ≤ i < n and n > 0): λx0 . . . λxn−1.xi. This function can be expressed as
K(i)((BK)(n−i−1)(I)) where X(0) = I and X(i+1) = BX(i)X is the iterated
composition of X (proof by case analysis and induction). Using the equivalent
definition X(0)Y = Y and X(i+1)Y = X(i)(XY ), we get for i = 1 and n = 3 the
combinator term K(BKI).
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make-lam. Compilation just needs to update the compile-time environment with
the new variable. The translation of the body provides the additional abstraction.

make-app. If n is the size of the environment, the combinator

Snfa = λx0 . . . λxn−1.(fx0 . . . xn−1)(ax0 . . . xn−1)

distributes n values to the compiled subterms f and a of the application. Rewrit-
ing this combinator using only S, K, and I leads to an explosion of the size of
the term. However, the S′ combinator was conceived to solve this problem. It is
easy to show that, for all n ≥ 0, Sn = (S′(n)(I)) (proof by induction).

Assessment The resulting combinator terms can be quadratic in the size of the
source term (because the size n of the environment is only bounded by the size
of the source term), hence the compile time is also at least quadratic.

In addition, the granularity of the compiled code is too fine, leading to dis-
appointing performance.

Finally, dealing with multi-argument functions is awkward. The standard
solution [10, sec. 12.2.3] is to introduce an untupling combinator

U = (lambda (f) (lambda (x . xs) (apply (f x) xs)))

and implement the translation of multi-argument abstractions accordingly.

Director strings The key idea of this approach is the following invariant:

pass only the values of the free variables to the compiled expression.

For this optimization, we need further combinators B′, C ′, and C ′′ defined by

B′ = (lambda (k) (lambda (x) (lambda (y) (lambda (z) ((k x) (y z))))))

C′ = (lambda (k) (lambda (x) (lambda (y) (lambda (z) ((k (x z)) y)))))

C′′ = (lambda (k) (lambda (x) (lambda (y) (lambda (z) ((k (x y)) z)))))

During compilation, the compiler trims the environment according to the free
variables while keeping their order. This idea corresponds exactly to director
strings [16], where S′, B′, and C ′ correspond to Λ, \, and /. The make-xxx
functions compute the free variables on the fly at compile time.

(make-var x). By the invariant, only the value of x is passed to this compiled
expressions. Hence the translation is I.

e ≡ (make-lam x b). If x occurs free in b then the free variables of b are
exactly x and the free variables of e: nothing needs to be done.

If x does not occur free in b then the free variables of b are identical to the
free variables of e. In this case an additional abstraction must be conjured up.
If n is the number of free variables and A is the compiled body then C ′′

(n)
KA

does the job, since, for all n ≥ 0,

λx0 . . . λxn.Ax0 . . . xn−1 = C ′′
(n)
KA.
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(define (make-var x)

(lambda (env)

(let* ((n (length env))

(i (index x env)))

(projection i n))))

(define (make-lam x e)

(lambda (env)

(e (cons x env))))

(define (make-app e1 e2)

(lambda (env)

(let* ((c1 (e1 env))

(c2 (e2 env))

(n (length env)))

((application n) c1 c2))))

(define (compile-term e1)

(e1 ’()))

Fig. 3. Active syntax constructors: customized combinators

e ≡ (make-app f a). This case involves bookkeeping of the free variables of
f, a, and e. Let x1, . . . , xn be the free variables of e in the order of their bindings
and compile to X1(X2 . . . (XnI))FA, where F and A are the compiled terms for
f and a and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

– Xi ≡ S′ if xi ∈ FV (f) ∩ FV (a);
– Xi ≡ C ′ if xi ∈ FV (f) \ FV (a);
– Xi ≡ B′ if xi ∈ FV (a) \ FV (f).

Deforestation Our implementation uses deforestation twice to eliminate interme-
diate results. First, the active syntax construction is re-interpreted as compila-
tion to a combinator expression. Second, the syntax constructors of the resulting
combinator expression (combinator constants and application) are re-interpreted
as the compiled values of the combinators and as function application.

3.3 Customized combinators

A possible improvement to using SKI combinators lies in providing precompiled
projection functions (projection i n) (with n > 0 and 0 ≤ i < n) and a
generalized S combinator (application n) that distributes n ≥ 0 arguments.

(define (projection i n)

(lambda (x0) ... (lambda (xn-1) xi)))

(define (application n)

(lambda (f) (lambda (a)

(lambda (x0) ... (lambda (xn-1)

(((f x0) ... xn-1)

((a x0) ... xn-1)))))))

With this approach, the active syntax constructors perform the entire compila-
tion, as shown in Fig. 3. The type of the active syntax is still CEnv→ Val where
CEnv is as before. The translation of a variable selects a projection using the size
of CEnv and the index of the variable in it. The translation of a lambda abstrac-
tion only pushes the new variable onto the environment, it does not generate
code. Make-app compiles its subexpressions first. Then it splices the two pieces of
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(define (make-var x)

(lambda (env)

(let ((j (index x env)))

(lambda vs

(list-ref vs j)))))

(define (make-lam x e)

(lambda (env)

(let ((c (e (cons x env))))

(lambda vs

(lambda (y)

(apply c (cons y vs)))))))

(define (make-app e1 e2)

(lambda (env)

(let* ((c1 (e1 env))

(c2 (e2 env)))

(lambda xs

((apply c1 xs)

(apply c2 xs))))))

(define (compile-term e)

((e ’())))

Fig. 4. Active syntax constructors: multi-argument combinators

code together to an application using application. The function compile-term
initiates compilation by applying the value to the empty environment ’().

This compilation scheme exhibits linear time behavior in practice. Asymp-
totically it is quadratic due to the linear scans through the environment, whose
length is also bounded by the size of the expression.

There are at least three ways to implement this approach in Scheme.

1. Generate the text of the projection and application functions as required,
compile them using eval, and cache the results.

2. Use generic versions of projection and application in Scheme.
3. A mixed approach provides the precompiled versions up to some fixed n0,

falling back to a generic implementation for n > n0.

A drawback is the complicated treatment of multi-argument functions which
must be resolved in the same way as explained in Sec. 3.2.

3.4 Multi-argument combinators

The combinator approaches described in the preceding sections represent the
run-time environment implicitly using abstractions “built into” the combinators
S, K, and I, and generalizations thereof. This representation corresponds roughly
to a list of the values of the variables, i.e., a nested representation of closures. It
is inefficient because the free variables are passed one by one at each application
and variable access.

The next logical step consists of flattening these structures and passing them
around using multi-argument functions. With this approach, one application
passes the entire run-time environment. Consequently, the type of the active
syntax is

∏
env : Var∗.Val|env| → Val where |env| is the size of the environ-

ment. The staging is important: compilation executes the
∏

env : Var∗ . . . part,
whereas the Val|env| → Val part is left till run-time.

Figure 4 shows the interpretation of the constructors. The variable case com-
putes the index j of the variable in the run-time environment and returns the
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generic projection function (lambda vs (list-ref vs j)) which maps a tu-
ple of size at least j+1 to the value of its jth component. Make-lam transfers
the argument value y into the run-time environment. Effectively, it curries the
compiled body c of the abstraction. Make-app is a generalized S combinator.

It is intriguing to see that we can directly map to compiled code so that
not much work is left for compile-term: it applies active syntax to the empty
environment and runs the resulting thunk (a parameterless function).

The code uses generic implementations of the projection and application
functions (which is viable due to the use of the flat representation of the run-
time environment). It is again possible to generate customized versions for each
particular arity and cache their compiled code as explained above. In this case,
we also need currying functions for different sizes of the run-time environment.
To our surprise, we found that the cost of caching was higher than the cost
of using the generic implementation. We suspect that checking the number of
arguments for functions of fixed arity is the culprit: the generic implementation
uses variadic functions that do not check the number of their arguments.

3.5 Explicit linked-list run-time environment

Another variation is inspired by the implementation technique of the categorical
abstract machine [6]. Standard expository texts [11] employ the same technique.

The type of the active syntax is CEnv→ REnv→ Val. The representation of
the run-time environment REnv is a linked list of vectors. Each vector holds the
values of the variables abstracted by one surrounding lambda. The compile-time
environment maps a variable to a depth and an offset, the depth determines the
index in the outer linked list and the offset determines the position of the vari-
able’s value in the vector. Hence, make-var relies on cached projection functions,
one for each pair of depth and offset.

Make-lam is implemented in terms of its multi-argument cousin make-lam*:

(define (make-lam* xs e)

(lambda (env)

(let ((comp (e (cons xs env))))

(lambda (rt-env)

(lambda ys

(comp (cons (list->vector ys) rt-env)))))))

Make-lam* is staged: It performs all computations that only depend on the
compile-time environment env before it abstracts the run-time environment
rt-env. The run-time part of make-app is the S combinator and compile-term
just supplies the initial compile-time environment.

3.6 Pass free variables

A refinement of the multi-argument approach of Sec. 3.4 passes only the values
of the free variables at run time. There is no need to maintain an environment at
compile time, instead compilation generates the list of free variables along with
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(define (make-var x)

(list (list x)

(lambda (x) x)))

(define (make-lam x e)

(let* ((fv-e (freevars e))

(comp-e (compiled e))

(fv (set-subtract fv-e x))

(comp ((get-lambda* (length fv)

1

(names->index (append fv (list x)) fv-e))

comp-e)))

(list fv comp)))

Fig. 5. Combinators to pass free variables

the code and the code expects the values of the variables to be passed to it in
the sequence specified by the list. Hence, the active syntax type is a dependent
sum

∑
env : Var∗.(Val|env| → Val), i.e., a pair containing the list of the free

variables and the corresponding function. The functions freevars and compiled
are the projections on the first and second component.

Due to the invariant that exactly the values of the free variables are passed
to each expression the compilation of variables is straightforward (see Fig. 5).

Compilation of lambda abstraction is more involved, due to the fact that the
abstracted variable may not occur free in the body. It relies on a cached function
get-lambda* that takes the number of variables to be expected from the con-
text ((length fv)), the number of variables abstracted (1), and a list of num-
bers that select those variables that are passed on to the body ((names->index
(append fv (list x)) fv-e)).

For applications, there is similar cached function get-application* that
selects and distributes the values of the free variables.

3.7 Shallow binding

Shallow binding [4] inspires an approach which represents variables by reference
cells. It is safe to bind variables to fixed mutable cells at compile time, provided
that each cell contains a stack of values with the current value on top.

The type of the active syntax is CEnv → Unit → Val. There is no explicit
run-time environment. All name resolution is performed at compile time.

To conserve space, we only consider the compilation of a lambda abstraction
in Fig. 6. The compile-time environment env is a list of pairs of variable names
and cells. Compilation creates a new cell c0 corresponding to the variable v0.
Next, it collects the cells that make up the current environment in cells. Finally,
it compiles the body of the lambda while binding v0 to c0.

The resulting thunk which is executed at run time forms a closure consisting
of the current values of the cells in the environment and returns the real lambda
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(define (make-lam v0 e)

(lambda (env)

(let* ((c0 (make-cell ’()))

(cells (map cdr env))

(body (e (cons (cons v0 c0) env))))

(lambda ()

(let ((freevals (map (lambda (c) (car (cell-ref c))) cells)))

(lambda (x0)

(cell-set! c0 (cons x0 (cell-ref c0)))

(for-each (lambda (c x) (cell-set! c (cons x (cell-ref c))))

cells freevals)

(let ((result (body)))

(cell-set! c0 (cdr (cell-ref c0)))

(for-each (lambda (c) (cell-set! c (cdr (cell-ref c))))

cells)

result)))))))

Fig. 6. Compilation of lambda abstraction using references

(lambda (x0) ...). Applying the lambda establishes the new binding of the
variable v0 and installs the values of the free variables from the closure. After
running the body, it restores all bindings to their previous state before returning
the result.

The compilation of a variable obtains its associated cell and returns a thunk
that returns the top of the stack stored in that cell.

The compilation of an application wraps the application in a thunk that runs
the thunks of the subexpressions as appropriate.

On entry to the body of a lambda only the cells corresponding to free variables
of the body need updating. This optimization is straightforward.

4 Results

This section reports practical experiments with implementations of most of the
approaches described. We have run three sets of benchmark programs on two
different interpreted Scheme implementations, Scheme48 version 0.51 and Gam-
bit 3.0. Scheme48 compiles to byte code for subsequent interpretation whereas
Gambit is a quasi source-level interpreter. All measurements were performed on
a 233MHz Pentium II machine with 256MB of memory, running FreeBSD 2.2.5.
We report the average time of ten runs of the same computations, using the
respective time commands of the Scheme systems.

We have measured the following variations of code splicing:

scheme section 3.1, generate Scheme source and compile using eval;
ski-opt section 3.2 but using an intermediate combinator expression;
ski-comp is the fully deforested version;
flat section 3.4, pass the run-time environment as a flat tuple;
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linked section 3.5, implement the environment by a linked list;
free section 3.6, flat environment restricted to the free variables;
ref section 3.7, naive shallow binding; ref-free only updates free variables.

We have measured times for

constr construction: generate an object of type ASyntax;
comp compile with compile-term;
run run the resulting procedure.

We have used TDPE to generate lambda expressions as follows:

church/n constructs the text of the Church numeral for n (see Table 1);
tiny specialize the Tiny (a little imperative language [18]) interpreter wrt. a

factorial program (see Table 2);
mixwell specialize the Mixwell (a first-order functional language [14]) inter-

preter wrt. a program with about 300 functions (see Table 3).

In almost all cases, the construction time of the active syntax is equal to the
construction time of the corresponding source. The exception is free which per-
forms a free variable analysis at construction time. This amounts to a slowdown
by a factor of 10 for church and 4 for tiny and mixwell.

With Scheme48, the time taken for construction and splicing is linear in the
size of the source term. In Gambit, it seems to be quadratic. Compilation using
eval seems to take quadratic time for both systems. In the church benchmark,
Scheme48 ran out of memory for scheme/10000 given the maximum possible
heap size -h 33539072.

The holes in the mixwell table come from heap overflow for linked and an
implementation restriction for scheme: the distributed version limits the nesting
depth of bindings to 256 while the mixwell program has a nesting depth of well
over 300. The table demonstrates that code splicing overcomes such restrictions.1

Overall, the free approach comes out fastest for all benchmarks. However,
its compilation time is much slower than all others. The second choice is be-
tween linked and ref-free which combine extremely fast compilation time with
fairly good execution times. The church benchmark seems to give a fairly dis-
torted picture because of its uncharacteristic behavior for ref-free. The tiny
and mixwell programs appear to yield more realistic results.

In terms of compilation time of ski-comp vs. ski-opt, deforestation pays
off: ski-comp is two times faster. In terms of run time, ski-comp is slightly
slower because ski-opt avoids some uses of the I combinator by inspecting the
text of the combinator expression; this is impossible for ski-comp which does
not generate an intermediate result.

For the tiny and mixwell benchmarks, it is interesting to compare with
the run time of the original interpreter prior to specialization with TDPE. For
tiny, its run time is 0.47 seconds for Scheme48 and 0.165 seconds for the Gam-
bit interpreter. For mixwell, it is 0.712 seconds (Scheme48) and 0.64 seconds

1 This restriction has been removed in the mean time.
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Scheme48 Gambit Interpreter
technique constr comp run constr comp run

scheme/100 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.005 0.003 0.001
scheme/1000 0.03 23.08 0.00 0.085 0.069 0.005
scheme/10000 0.37 — — 2.640 3.510 2.776
scheme/100000 3.75 — — 206.993 352.020 91.521

ski-opt/1000 0.03 0.22 0.01 0.073 0.477 0.703
ski-opt/10000 0.37 2.26 0.17 2.649 9.535 17.414
ski-opt/100000 3.72 23.65 1.71 191.800 547.981 740.677

ski-comp/1000 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.087 0.370 0.684
ski-comp/10000 0.37 1.14 0.19 2.676 6.174 21.829
ski-comp/100000 3.74 11.66 1.95 204.936 276.527 868.653

flat/1000 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.087 0.066 0.352
flat/10000 0.37 0.32 0.17 3.649 3.020 8.827
flat/100000 3.71 3.28 1.76 206.176 280.349 450.799

linked/1000 0.04 0.13 0.02 0.090 0.126 0.888
linked/10000 0.40 1.33 0.25 3.099 4.161 13.969
linked/100000 4.08 13.47 2.43 201.652 354.373 445.056

free/1000 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.394 0.000 0.349
free/10000 3.24 0.00 0.08 7.775 0.000 6.677
free/100000 32.55 0.00 0.80 240.686 0.000 125.246

ref/1000 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.086 0.061 0.344
ref/10000 0.36 0.39 0.07 3.909 2.841 9.201
ref/100000 3.68 3.96 0.79 214.278 275.319 385.260

ref-free/1000 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.161 0.117 0.355
ref-free/10000 0.37 0.73 0.08 4.695 3.886 10.433
ref-free/100000 3.74 7.50 0.87 214.103 322.110 604.603

Table 1. Run times for Church numerals (in sec)

Scheme48 Gambit Interpreter
technique constr comp run ratio constr comp run ratio

linked 0.01 0.01 0.52 1.13 0.011 0.008 0.275 1.666
flat 0.01 0.00 0.72 1.55 0.011 0.001 0.523 3.169
free 0.04 0.00 0.43 0.94 0.030 0.000 0.182 1.103
ref-free 0.01 0.00 0.72 1.53 0.010 0.009 0.534 3.236
ref 0.01 0.00 1.03 2.26 0.012 0.002 0.875 5.303
scheme 0.01 0.04 0.40 0.85 0.013 0.003 0.039 0.236

Table 2. Timings for the Tiny interpreter (sec)
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Scheme48 Gambit Interpreter
technique constr comp run ratio constr comp run ratio

linked 3.45 — — — 3.870 32.329 1.158 1.89
flat 3.38 4.36 2.06 2.90 3.841 0.852 2.407 3.70
free 13.44 0.00 0.14 0.20 7.826 0.000 0.093 0.15
ref 3.33 6.42 3.80 5.34 3.743 1.582 3.966 6.26
ref-free 3.35 6.42 0.32 0.44 3.738 2.858 0.843 1.37
scheme 3.42 11.88 — — 3.723 2.966 0.036 0.06

Table 3. Timings for the Mixwell interpreter (sec)

(Gambit interpreter). The ratio column contains the run time of the compiled
version divided by the run time of the fully interpreted version.

Both experiments require multi-argument lambda abstraction and applica-
tion. The corresponding active syntax constructors are not implemented for ski-
opt and ski-comp, hence there are no results for these techniques.

The very first runs of linked and free are about an order of magnitude
slower than the rest because they fill the caches.

Assessment Obviously, our mileage varies depending on the system that we
use. For the Scheme48 system, which compiles to byte code, the code splicing
approach seems to be viable and the free and ref-free implementations give
encouraging results.

For the Gambit interpreter, the implementation of eval is blindingly fast
and gives very good results, so this is the method of choice for the Gambit
system. Why? Gambit itself uses a code splicing strategy to implement eval [9],
but since the Gambit interpreter itself is compiled eval splices fully compiled
code. In contrast, our experiments were conducted with the interpreter, only.
Therefore, we expect to obtain better results when we use Gambit’s compiler
because in that case our combinators are fully compiled, too.

5 Related work

Writing staged interpreters has become popular since Feeley’s thesis [8, 9]. It is
now a standard technique that is taught in introductory textbooks [1]. The par-
tial evaluation community also exploits this style and a set of transformations
to improve the staging properties to specialize programs and generate compilers
efficiently [13]. Holst and Gomard [12] show that the same style and very similar
transformations enable a lazy functional programming language to achieve sim-
ilar specialization effects as partial evaluators. In contrast, we are considering
staging for strict functional programs.

One of our sources of inspiration is Augustsson’s ingenious implementation
of lmli, the interactive part of the lazy ML compiler [3]. Lmli compiles an inter-
active definition to an (SKI) combinator expression and maps it into executable
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code by folding the expression with respect to the compiled definitions for the
combinators (with type checking turned off). This results in respectable speed
for code typed in from the terminal and at the same time trivial interfacing
with compiled code from other modules and with the run-time system, exactly
the goals of our setting. Our design space is somewhat less constrained than
Augustsson’s: Since we are using an untyped, strict, and impure language, there
are interesting options to consider besides SKI combinators.

Two works deal with compiling specialized source to byte code on-the-fly.
Sperber and Thiemann [19] implement a back end for a traditional partial eval-
uator. As in the present work, they reinterpret the active syntax, but their im-
plementation generates byte code on-the-fly. Balat and Danvy [5] construct an
internal representation of the source term which they submit in toto to the byte
code compiler. They do not deforest the intermediate result. Like the present
work they implement a back end for TDPE, thus side-stepping problems with
top-level definitions and primitive operations that contributed to the complexity
of the other work [19].

6 Conclusion

We have investigated part of the design space for compilation by code splic-
ing. We avoid an expensive compilation step by using higher-order functions to
splice together precompiled pieces of code at run time. Each of the techniques
that we propose has counterparts in the implementation of functional program-
ming languages. Similar to the tradeoffs between the different implementation
techniques, the splicing techniques have tradeoffs that depend on the particular
source programs and on the underlying implementation.

Some of the methods have not been considered before in this context, most
notably the compositional compilation to SKI combinators, director strings, and
the strategy that employs shallow binding.
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